humanities 417 university of toronto quarterly, volume 74, number 1, winter 2004/5 afterword, which considers the relation between touch and rhetoric, looking at the way bodies and language work in that favourite of early modern texts, Ovid's Metamorphoses; and Rebekah Smick's fascinating essay on the sensual appeal of architecture in a key renaissance text, the Hypnerotomachia Poliphili. Tracing an understanding of the relation between touch and knowledge through Aristotle, Boethius and Thomas Aquinas, Smick shows how a puzzling narrative featuring an unseemly fascination with buildings is in fact an allegory for how sensual understanding is key to ethical behaviour and ultimately to attaining a knowledge of God. This essay demonstrates some of the key virtues of this text: both how the essays resurrect for us different ways of understanding this neglected and somewhat suspect sense, and more importantly how they show that alternative understandings can help us to reconsider what it means to inhabit a body. (JIM ELLIS) 
With the publication of The Poems in Nigel Smith's Longman edition and The Prose Works in these two impressive Yale volumes under the general editorship of Annabel Patterson, the whole body of Marvell's writings has become available in well-prepared texts, helpfully introduced and comprehensively annotated for today's reader. The last prose collection had been in Alexander Grosart's Complete Works (1872-75) 
